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Abstract
Gesture recognition enables a natural extension of the way we currently
interact with devices. Commercially available gesture recognition systems
are usually pre-trained and offer no option for customization by the user.
In order to improve the user experience, it is desirable to allow end users to
define their own gestures. This scenario requires learning from just a few
training examples if we want to impose only a light training load on the
user. To this end, we propose a gesture classifier based on a hierarchical
probabilistic modeling approach. In this framework, high-level features
that are shared among different gestures can be extracted from a large
labeled data set, yielding a prior distribution for gestures. When learning
new types of gestures, the learned shared prior reduces the number of
required training examples for individual gestures. We implemented the
proposed gesture classifier for a Myo sensor bracelet and show favorable
results for the tested system on a database of 17 different gesture types.
Furthermore, we propose and implement two methods to incorporate the
gesture classifier in a real-time gesture recognition system.
1 Introduction
Gesture recognition, i.e., recognition of pre-defined gestures by arm or hand
movements, enables a natural extension of the way we currently interact with
devices [14]. With the increasing amount of human-machine interactions, al-
ternative user interfaces will become more important. Gesture recognition will
not replace existing technology, but will solve issues that are not addressed by
current input devices: think about a surgeon who wants to display patient in-
formation during surgery, but also about less pressing issues, such as scrolling
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Figure 1: The Myo sensor bracelet used to measure the direction of the arm.
The direction of the arm is represented by a three-dimensional unit vector d.
through a recipe while cooking or declining a call without having to pick up the
telephone.
Commercially available gesture recognition systems are usually pre-trained:
the developers specify a set of gestures, and the user is provided with an algo-
rithm that can recognize just these gestures. To improve the user experience, it
is often desirable to allow users to define their own gestures. In that case, the
user needs to train the recognition system herself by performing example ges-
tures. Crucially, this scenario requires learning gestures from just a few training
examples in order to avoid overburdening the user; this scheme is also known
as one-shot learning [17].
The first step towards a one-shot gesture recognition system is to create
a one-shot gesture classifier. The task of this classifier is to assign gesture
class labels to sequences of movement measurements. Training such a classifier
usually requires many training examples or even hand-crafted features for each
gesture class. One-shot learning seems to come naturally to humans: people are
capable of using prior experiences when learning new tasks. This principle can
be translated into an algorithm by using a Bayesian modeling approach. The
Bayesian approach facilitates learning of prior knowledge, which reduces the
number of required examples for learning a new class. Casting both learning and
classification as inference tasks in these (probabilistic) models yields a principled
way to design and evaluate algorithm candidates.
In this paper we present a new one-shot trainable gesture classifier based on
a hierarchical probabilistic modeling approach for directional data of arm move-
ments. The proposed gesture classifier allows users to define their own gesture
classes by giving examples of gestures. By employing a Bayesian approach, we
can make use of a (large) set of gestures to train a ‘prior’ for gestures in our
model. As a result, new gesture classes can be added to the classifier by means
of very few class-specific examples. In Section 2 the classifier is explained in
more detail.
The gesture classifier is designed to work on directional data of the arm. In
principle, the specific measurement mechanics are not relevant for the classifier.
To test our classifier, we measure gestures using a Myo sensor bracelet (see
Fig. 1), which measures the orientation of the arm using inertial and magnetic
sensors. Our classifier extracts the direction of the arm from the orientation
measurements, and uses this as input to classify new measurements (see Section
3.1).
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To test our classifier, we have collected a database of gesture measurements,
consisting of 17 different types of gestures performed by 6 different users. In
Section 3 we evaluate the accuracy on this dataset, compare the classifier with a
classifier based on dynamic time warping, and analyze the influence of including
prior information.
In practice, providing a user with only a working gesture classifier is not
enough. A working gesture recognition system must also be able to detect
gestures in a continuous stream of data. This issue often leads to an additional
burden on the end user, e.g., when she is required to mark the start and end of
a gesture by pushing a button [18]. In Section 4 we propose and implement two
real-time methods for incorporating the gesture classifier in a working gesture
recognition system. The first approach uses an on-line version of the gesture
classifier, the second approach uses a “key gesture” to trigger the activation of
the gesture classifier.
In order to put related work in proper context, we defer our discussion of
related literature on gesture recognition to Section 5. The conventions used for
mathematical notation are summarized in Appendix A.
2 Classifier design
The task of a classifier is to decide to which gesture class a new sequence of
measurements belongs, given previously labeled gestures. This task can be split
into two subtasks: there has to be a method to save information contained in
previous gestures (learning) and a method to obtain the most likely class of
a new gesture measurement (recognition). Under the probabilistic modeling
approach, both learning and recognition are problems of probabilistic inference
in the same generative model. This section starts with an intuitive explanation
of the classifier; after this, we will specify the generative model, and define
learning and recognition as tasks in this model.
2.1 Intuitive explanation
Our proposed gesture classifier is based on Bayesian hidden Markov models.
The general idea behind using hidden Markov models is that the measured
direction of the arm can be mapped onto discrete states. Instead of saving
the discrete states, the algorithm learns the so-called transition probabilities
between the states (see Fig. 2). A transition probability can be viewed as the
probability that the arm will go from one direction to another: in other words,
it corresponds to the probability of a movement. These transition probabilities
are unique for every distinguishable type (class) of gestures. Therefore, after
the algorithm has learned the transition probabilities for every gesture class,
it can later (during the recognition task) evaluate the probability that a new
measurement was generated by a specific class. This concept has already been
successfully applied to gesture classification in the past [24, 29, 7, 8]. One of
3
Figure 2: The general idea of modeling gestures using hidden Markov models.
The direction of the arm for a certain time step is converted into a discrete state
represented by xt. The transition probabilities between the states specify how
likely a movement from one state to another is. By learning and saving this,
the characteristics of a gesture are captured.
Figure 3: The advantage of using Bayesian hidden Markov models. State tran-
sition probabilities are not only learned from measurements, but can also make
use of prior information about gestures in the form of a prior distribution.
the advantages of hidden Markov models is that they can automatically handle
temporal variations, which makes them very suitable for gesture recognition.
In contrast to earlier work, we use Bayesian hidden Markov models as the
basis of a hierarchical gesture recognition model. This allows us to incorporate
prior information about gestures, in the form of a prior probability distribution
over the transition probabilities (see Fig. 3). The transition probabilities for a
specific gesture class can then be learned by combining the prior information and
the measurements. The prior distribution, which captures shared properties of
the set of all considered gestures, helps to reduce the need for training examples
when learning a new gesture class.
2.2 Generative model specification
A generative probabilistic model is a joint probability distribution over all (hid-
den and observed) variables in the system under study.
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Let y = (y1, ..., yT ) with yt ∈ {1, 2, ..., N} be a time series of measure-
ments corresponding to a single gesture with underlying characteristics θ. The
characteristics are unique for gestures of type (class) k. We can capture these
dependencies by the probability distribution
p(y, θ, k) = p(y|θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
dynamical
model
· p(θ|k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
gesture
characteristics
· p(k)︸︷︷︸
gesture
class index
. (1)
Because the measurement sequence is temporally correlated and noisy, we
specify p(y|θ) as a hidden Markov model (HMM). As a result of this, the dy-
namic model factorizes as
p(y,x|θ) = p(x1|pi)
T∏
t=1
p(yt|xt,C)
T−1∏
t=1
p(xt+1|xt,A), (2)
where we have introduced a hidden state sequence x = (x1, ..., xT ) with xt ∈
{1, 2, ...,M} and θ , {A,C,pi} with A ∈ RM×M , C ∈ RN×M and pi ∈ RM .
The elements of A, C and pi are defined in the following way:
pii = p(x1 = i)
Aij = p(xt+1 = i|xt = j)
Cij = p(yt = i|xt = j) .
Aij is called a transition probability because it describes the transition between
two consecutive states, Cij is the emission probability, and pi is the initial
state probability. The conditional probability distributions in Eq. 2 can then
be written as:
p(x1|pi) = Cat(x1|pi)
p(xt+1|xt,A) = Cat(xt+1|(A1xt , ..., AMxt))
p(yt|xt,C) = Cat(yt|(C1xt , ..., CNxt)) ,
where Cat represents a categorical distribution. As a result of the model choice,
p(θ|k) factorizes as
p(θ|k) = p(A|k)p(C|k)p(pi|k) . (3)
The class-conditional distributions over the parameters are assumed to be de-
scribed by
p(A|k) =
M∏
j=1
Dir((A1j , ..., AMj)|h(A,k)j )
p(C|k) =
M∏
j=1
Dir((C1j , ..., CNj)|h(C,k)j )
p(pi|k) = Dir(pi|h(pi,k)) ,
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where h
(A,k)
j ∈ RM , h(C,k)j ∈ RN , h(pi,k) ∈ RM parameterize the Dirichlet
distributions. The Dirichlet distribution is a conjugate prior for the categorical
distribution. In the literature, h
(·,k)
j are often called hyperparameters since
they parameterize the parameter distributions. Each class k gets its own set of
hyperparameters h
(·,k)
j . Before training, the hyperparameters are initialized to
equal values for all classes.
We define a uniform categorical distribution over the gesture classes k ∈
{1, 2, ...,K}, which means that each gesture is a priori equally likely:
p(k) = Cat
(
k
∣∣∣∣ ( 1K , ..., 1K
))
. (4)
The class variable k can be seen as a selector that determines from which HMM
the gesture is generated. The set of equations in this subsection completely
define the generative model.
2.3 Learning
During learning, a method is needed to save the properties of a gesture class k.
We do this by learning the distribution over the parameters θ for each gesture
class k.
Let y(k) be a measurement from known class k. We define a dataset Dk =
{y(k)1 , ...,y(k)L } containing multiple gestures from a single gesture class k. Calcu-
lation of the (posterior) distribution over θ corresponds to substituting observed
data for the measurements Dk and class index k in the generative model (Eq. 1),
followed by applying the rules of probability theory to obtain the needed quan-
tity:
p(θ|Dk, k) = p(Dk, θ, k)∫
p(Dk, θ, k) dθ . (5)
Since we want to train with a very small number of gestures in dataset Dk,
this dataset might not be sufficient to obtain a posterior for θ that gives good
results during recognition. For this reason, we choose to learn the posterior
distribution for θ using a two-step approach.
In the first step, a prior distribution for θ is constructed. This prior dis-
tribution can be obtained in various ways. We have chosen to construct one
that captures the common characteristics that are shared among all gestures.
We define a dataset D consisting of one measurement from each gesture class:
D = {y(1), ...,y(K)} with K the total number of gesture classes. First, a general
prior distribution is learned using dataset D:
p(θ|D) = p(D, θ)∫
p(D, θ) dθ . (6)
This distribution is independent of k.
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In the second step, the parameter distribution for θ is updated for a specific
gesture class, using the previously learned p(θ|D) and the available measure-
ments from a specific gesture class Dk = {y(k)1 , ...,y(k)L }:
p(θ|D,Dk, k) = p(Dk|θ, k)p(θ|D)p(k)∫
p(Dk, θ, k|D) dθ . (7)
This distribution p(θ|D,Dk, k) is class dependent.
Alternatively, we could have also chosen to construct a prior distribution our-
selves, based on “common sense” about gestures, e.g., it is very unlikely that
an arm movement goes from one state to another, without passing a state in
between these states. Learning the prior distribution from gesture data should
result in similar constraints.
In practice, exact evaluation of Eq. 6 and Eq. 7 is intractable for our model
due to the integral in the denominator. We use variational Bayesian inference
to approximate the distributions of Eqs. 6 and 7. In variational inference, the
posterior distribution p(x, θ|D, k) over hidden states and parameters is approxi-
mated by a “variational” distribution q(x, θ) [15]. For computational simplicity,
we assume that the variational distribution factorizes by a functional “mean
field” division as
q(x, θ) = q(x)q(A)q(C)q(pi) . (8)
Note that this assumption does in general not hold for the true posterior distri-
bution p(x, θ|D, k), so variational inference with assumption Eq. 8 leads to an
approximation of the true posterior. In order to get a good approximation, a
distance measure between this distribution and the true posterior distribution
p(x, θ|D, k) needs to be minimized. The variational (Bayesian) inference method
uses the “exclusive” Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence as the distance measure.
Minimization of the KL divergence results in a set of update equations that has
been derived in [22] and needs to be updated until convergence.
We then approximate the posterior parameter distribution with the varia-
tional parameter distributions:
p(θ|D, k) ≈ q(A)q(C)q(pi) . (9)
The approximations for Eq. 6 and Eq. 7 can both be obtained using this same
recipe.
2.4 Recognition
During recognition, the task of the algorithm is to find the class label k∗ with
the highest probability for an unlabeled measurement y:
k∗(y) = arg max
k
p(k|y) . (10)
Since we assume that each gesture has the same a priori probability p(k), it
follows that p(k|y) ∝ p(y|k). The marginal likelihood (the “evidence” for class
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k) p(y|k) can be calculated by marginalization over the model parameters:
p(y|k) =
∫
p(y|θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
HMM
p(θ|D,Dk, k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
learned distribution
dθ . (11)
Again, integration over the complete parameter distribution is intractable and
variational inference could be used to approximate the integral. However, in
a practical gesture recognition system this step needs to be executed in real-
time and therefore needs to be as fast as possible. In order to fast-track the
computation, we follow the approach proposed in [3], in which the posterior
parameter distributions are approximated by their expected values. With this
approximation, the marginal likelihood evaluates to
p(y|k) ≈
∫
p(y|θ)δ(θ − θˆk) dθ
= p(y|θˆk) , (12)
where θˆk = E[θ|k] =
∫
θp(θ|D,Dk, k) dθ. In principle, Eq. 12 can be evalu-
ated exactly using the forward algorithm [26], which has a time complexity of
O(M2T ). We are also interested in automating inference tasks such as Eq. 12.
In the next section we present a message passing approach that automates in-
ference of Eq. 12.
2.5 Message passing in Forney-style factor graphs
In this work we have chosen to implement the generative model, learning, and
recognition using Forney-style factor graphs (FFGs), which provide an efficient
framework to solve inference problems [12]. FFGs also provide a visually intu-
itive overview of both the generative model and related inference algorithms.
This section provides a brief introduction to Forney-style factor graphs. An
FFG represents a joint probability distribution or generative model by an undi-
rected graph. The factors of the joint probability distribution are represented
by nodes, and edges represent the (random) variables. An edge is connected to
a node if the factor has the corresponding random variable in its argument list.
Consider Eq. 2 for one time step t,
p(yt, xt|xt−1, Aˆk, Cˆk) = p(yt|xt, Cˆk)p(xt|xt−1, Aˆk) , (13)
where Aˆk and Cˆk represent E[A|k] and E[C|k] respectively as defined in Section
2.4, and yt is observed. A factor graph representation of Eq. 13 is drawn in
Fig. 4. Edges of observed variables are connected to black nodes and equality
nodes (indicated by “=”) represent computationally proper branching points
for variables that appear in more than two factors [19, 21].
In order to execute the classification task, the probability p(y|k) needs to be
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. . . = . . .
p(xt|xt−1, Aˆk)
p(yt|xt, Cˆk)
=. . . . . .
=. . . . . .
xt−1 xt
yt
Cˆk
Aˆk
Figure 4: A (Forney-style) factor graph representation of the joint probability
distribution in Eq. 13. A small black node indicates a variable that is observed.
In this framework, we need equality nodes (indicated by “=”) as branching
points in case a variable appears in more than two factors.
evaluated (Eq. 12). This formula can be worked out as
p(y|k) =
∫ ∑
xT
∑
x1,...,xT−1
p(y,x|θ)δ(θ − θˆk) dθ
=
∑
xT
p(yT |xT , Cˆk)
∑
xT−1
p(xT |xT−1, Aˆk)×
∑
x1,...,xT−2
p(x1|pˆik)
T−1∏
t=1
p(yt|xt, Cˆk)
T−1∏
t=2
p(xt|xt−1, Aˆk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
1
=
∑
xT
4︷ ︸︸ ︷
p(yT |xT , Cˆk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
3
∑
xT−1
p(xT |xT−1, Aˆk) 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
2
.
We can see that 1 only depends on terms to the left of the factor graph in
Fig. 5 and is only a function of xT−1. 1 can therefore be represented as a
message on the edge of xT−1, flowing from the left to the right. The remaining
computations 2 , 3 and 4 can similarly be represented as messages on edges
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. . . = . . .
p(xT |xT−1, Aˆk)
p(yT |xT , Cˆk)
=. . . . . .
=. . . . . .
xT−1
1
→
2
→
xT
4
→
3↑
yT
Cˆk
Aˆk
Figure 5: Factor graph representation of Eq. 13 for the last time step t = T ,
including the messages needed for recognition.
(see Fig. 5). Incoming message 1 is obtained from the outgoing message of the
previous time slice (not shown) of the graph. If we store message computation
rules for common node functions in a lookup table, then Eq. 12 can be efficiently
executed by making use of these stored rules.
The particular scheme discussed above is called sum-product message pass-
ing and can only be used when exact inference is possible. For variational
inference, which is needed for learning the parameter distributions, a different
message passing procedure called “variational message passing” is needed [9].
The specific message update equations that we used in this paper are derived
in Appendix B.
3 Experimental evaluation
To evaluate the performance of our classifier, we measure gestures using the
Myo sensor bracelet [1]. In this section we report on experimental evaluation
results.
3.1 Measuring gestures
The bracelet contains a nine-axis inertial measurement unit (IMU) containing
a three-axis gyroscope, three-axis accelerometer and three-axis magnetometer.
The software on the bracelet itself filters these measurements and delivers ori-
entation data of the arm, which is a filtered combination of the IMU data. The
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Figure 6: On the left, the the global frame of reference of the arm. On the right,
a new orientation of the arm with a rotated reference frame that is rigidly at-
tached to the arm (red). Orientation is the rotation between the global reference
frame (blue) and the rotated frame (red).
details of the bracelet’s preprocessing filters are undisclosed. This section de-
scribes how the direction of the arm is extracted from Myo’s orientation data
stream.
Orientation is an imaginary rotation around a global reference frame (see
Fig. 6). Orientation in three dimensions can be encoded in several ways, for
example by rotation matrices, Euler angles or unit quaternions. Each of these
formalisms is equivalent and has its own advantages.
The software of the Myo bracelet encodes the orientation of the arm by a unit
quaternion for computational reasons. According to Euler’s rotation theorem,
every rotation of a rigid body in three dimensions can be described by a three-
dimensional unit vector v, and an angle φ. A unit quaternion is simply another
way to encode this as
q˙ =
(
cos
(
φ
2
)
,v sin
(
φ
2
))
.
Because unit quaternions only describe the relative orientation of the arm
and not the absolute position, in our test application gestures are restricted to
be performed with an extended arm. Furthermore, the user always needs to
hold his arm in a “synchronization” position (pointing the arm to the right)
before making a gesture.
In order to obtain the current arm direction d, we rotate the arm’s synchro-
nization position dsync = (1, 0, 0) by the measured compensated quaternion
q˙comp, leading to
d = q˙compdsyncq˙
−1
comp ,
where we make use of the fact that any vector v can be rotated by a quaternion
q˙ through application of q˙vq˙−1.
Since our HMM assumes measurements are chosen from a discrete alpha-
bet, we need to quantize the raw direction d to a discrete observation y ∈
{1, 2, . . . , N}. This is achieved by a simple vector quantization algorithm. We
have set a (manually tuned) grid of N basis vectors bn in the space of move-
ments (see top-left in Fig. 7) and round the measured direction d to the nearest
basis vector, yielding a new measurement at every time step, given by
y = arg min
n∈N
‖d− bn‖ .
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Figure 7: Visualization of the 6 quantization points (top left) and one example
of each gesture class. The motion of the gestures is from blue to red.
3.2 Data set
We built a gesture database using the Myo sensor bracelet. The orientation
signal was sampled at 6.7 Hz, converted into the direction of the arm, and
quantized using 6 quantization directions. The database contains 17 different
gestures performed by 6 different users. One user performed 20 repetitions of
all 17 gesture classes. The remaining 5 users did 10 repetitions of 5 randomly
chosen gesture classes. The quantization points were measured for each user
individually. The gestures and quantization points are visualized in Fig. 7.
3.3 Results
The proposed gesture recognition system was implemented using Julia version
0.5.0 [4] and a custom-built factor graph toolbox (ForneyLab)1.
As a measure of performance, we use the recognition rate, defined as
Recognition rate =
# correctly classified
total # of samples
. (14)
We first tested the classifier on the recordings of the user that performed
all 17 gesture classes. Five recordings of every gesture class were randomly
selected for training, and the remaining 15 recordings are used as a test set.
We started by constructing a prior distribution using one recording (randomly
selected from the training set) from each gesture class. Following this, the
classifier was trained for each class separately and evaluated on the 15 remaining
recordings. This experiment was repeated 6 times, each time with a randomly
chosen training set and relearned prior distributions.
To test the influence of the constructed prior distribution, we also evaluated
the algorithm with an uninformative prior distribution. As a baseline we use
the recognition rate of Dynamic Time Warping (DTW). Our version of DTW
calculates a minimum distance between two time series, by taking into account
that the two time series might be non-linearly warped in time. A gesture is
classified to belong to the same class as the training example with minimal
distance to the measurement. DTW has been used previously as a classifier for
1ForneyLab is a Julia-based Forney-style factor graph toolbox that is under development
by the BIASlab team (http://biaslab.org) inside the Electrical Engineering department of
Eindhoven University of Technology.
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Figure 8: Recognition rates of the proposed algorithm without prior information
(HMM), the proposed algorithm with informed prior distributions (HMM prior),
the DTW algorithm for one user with 17 gesture classes. The recognition rates
are averaged over 6 permutations of the training set. The error bars indicate
one standard deviation.
gestures [18, 2]. We evaluate DTW on the same quantized signal as the HMMs.
Fig. 8 shows the recognition rates of the algorithms.
In view of our interest for one-shot training of the gesture classifier, we are
especially interested in classifier performance as a function of number of training
examples. In particular for one training example, the HMM with learned prior
distribution clearly outperforms the HMM with uninformative priors and DTW.
For the users that performed 5 different gesture types, the data set is divided
into a training set consisting of 3 recordings, and a test set containing the 7
remaining recordings. We started by learning an individual prior distribution for
each user by taking one recording from the training set from each gesture class.
After this, the classifier was trained and evaluated for each user individually.
The experiment was repeated 6 times, with 6 different randomly chosen training
sets.
Fig. 9 shows the obtained recognition rates together with the results ob-
tained using an uninformative prior and DTW. The experiment was repeated 6
times, with 6 different randomly chosen training sets.
The improvement due to the prior distribution in Fig. 9 is smaller than
the improvement in Fig. 8. It is good to take into account that the number of
gesture recordings used to construct the prior distribution is also lower than in
Fig. 8.
There are multiple ways to incorporate these results in a practical gesture
recognition system. For example, the prior distribution can be constructed by
the developers of the algorithm. Another possibility is to allow users to provide
prior distributions themselves. This means that the system will take longer to
set up, but when a user wants to learn a specific gesture under in-situ conditions,
it will require fewer training examples.
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Figure 9: Recognition rates of the DTW algorithm, the proposed algorithm
without prior information (HMM), and the proposed algorithm with informed
prior distributions (HMM prior) for the 5 users that performed 5 gesture classes.
The recognition rate is evaluated per user and for 6 different permutations of
the training set. The error bar indicates one standard deviation.
4 Real-time implementation
The proposed gesture classifier can be extended into a working gesture recogni-
tion system that detects and classifies gestures on “streaming data” without end
points. We consider two different approaches. In the first approach, the clas-
sifier runs on-line (is always “on”) while updating a “localized” log-likelihood
for each trained gesture class. In the second approach a custom algorithm is
designed to detect a so-called “key-gesture” to trigger the proposed classifier.
4.1 Detection by tracking a localized log-likelihood
In order to perform time-varying classification in a data stream, the marginal
likelihood of Eq. 12 cannot be used since it takes all previously seen data points
equally into account. Because gestures cover a limited time span, the classifier
must update and return a local-in-time likelihood for each class. In [20], a
localized (time-varying) model log-likelihood is defined for each gesture class by
L
(k)
t = γL
(k)
t−1 + log(p(yt|y1, ..., yt−1, θk)) , (15)
where γ ∈ [0, 1] is a forgetting factor, L(k)t−1 is the localized log-likelihood for
the previous time step for class k, and p(yt|y1, ..., yt−1) is the likelihood of an
observation, which can be evaluated using message passing in the factor graph.
In order to make a classification decision, the current likelihood L
(k)
t can be
tested against a threshold to determine whether a gesture is made.
In our experience, this approach is not a good candidate for implementation
of a personalizable gesture recognition system. A user with little knowledge of
the operation of the system might easily choose a gesture that is indistinguish-
able from another common movement. For instance, assume that a user trains
14
Figure 10: The algorithm for key gesture detection is searching in the data
stream for the key gesture. Once this is detected, the proposed gesture classifier
is started.
Figure 11: The key gesture that activates the gesture classifier.
a gesture where he moves his arm up and down. In that case, while eating from
a bowl of cereal, the measured signals will be very similar to this gesture, due
to the up and down movements of the arm. This issue gets exacerbated by the
fact that we only measure relative orientations and not exact positions and do
not take the surroundings into account, which might have been possible with a
vision-based technique.
4.2 Activation by a key gesture
To overcome the problems related to the first approach, we propose a second
method for real-time implementation. In this method the personalized gesture
classifier is triggered by a key gesture (see Fig. 10), this is done more often
in gesture recognition, e.g. in [27]. This key gesture must be computation-
ally cheap to detect and easy to perform, but should be unlikely to trigger by
accident.
We have chosen the gesture in Fig. 11 as our key gesture and designed a
custom algorithm to detect this gesture. From the received orientation data a
vector k′ can be extracted that points into the same direction as the palm of
the hand. When this vector is pointing upwards for more than one second, the
algorithm concludes that the key gesture has been executed and the personalized
classifier is started when the arm is turned back.
This proposed detection algorithm for the key gesture is clearly a simple ad-
hoc algorithm, but we found it to be cheap and accurate. In general, detection
of key gestures could be implemented using more sophisticated methods, e.g.,
by the localized likelihood method of Sec. 4.1.
To test the key gesture algorithm, an experiment was conducted in which the
user wore the sensor bracelet for one hour while doing desk work. No instances
15
of false positives or false negatives were reported.
5 Related work
Various methods for gesture recognition have been proposed in literature. Many
systems are specifically designed for vision-based techniques, e.g. [8]. Vision-
based techniques require a lot of preprocessing and extracting relevant features
requires much effort as compared to methods based on inertial and magnetic
sensors. Furthermore, it is important that the subject is always illuminated
and the background is uniform. We wanted to focus on a portable system that
could be used anywhere; therefore, inertial and magnetic sensors were more
appropriate for our first tests. In general, most gesture recognition algorithms
are based on dynamic time warping [18, 2], hidden Markov models [24, 8, 30,
16, 25] or neural networks [28]. Most of the proposed approaches need many
training examples and are therefore not personalizable.
Liu et al. [18] also describe a personalizable gesture recognition algorithm
for accelerometer data. Their algorithm is based on dynamic time warping
and only uses one training example. They have tested their algorithm with
8 different gestures collected from 8 different users and report an accuracy of
93.5 percent using 33 quantization levels. Cabrera et al. [6] developed a one-
shot learning algorithm for gestures collected by a Microsoft Kinect. Instead
of designing a specific classifier for one-shot learning, they propose a Gaussian
mixture model for gestures from which samples are drawn to train a classifier.
Kela et al. [16] also use discrete-output hidden Markov models for accelerometer
data. They train their system using the Baum-Welch algorithm for 8 different
gestures. Making use of 4 training examples they report an accuracy of over 90
percent. They also mention that for smaller training sets their approach suf-
fers from overfitting and attempt to solve this issue in a later paper by adding
Gaussian noise to the training examples [23]. In the latter paper, a 92 percent
recognition rate was obtained for 8 gesture classes, using one training exam-
ple and one training example with added Gaussian noise. To the best of our
knowledge, no gesture recognition algorithm has been proposed before that uses
variational inference to train “gesture” priors in hidden Markov models. Hier-
archical Bayesian models for one-shot training have recently been proposed as
models for how humans learn language and speech [17]. The idea of sharing
prior knowledge in the form of prior distributions is not new, as it is also used
(for instance by [10, 11] for learning object categories for images. Regarding our
learning methods, an extensive comparison of variational inference and EM for
hidden Markov models is provided in [3].
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6 Discussion
6.1 Gesture classification
We have proposed a classifier based on a hierarchical probabilistic model that
supports one-shot learning and classification of temporal sequences. While the
classifier is not constrained to work on any specific type of data, we have tested
the classifier on arm gestures. The Bayesian approach facilitates learning of
prior knowledge about gestures, which reduces the number of required training
examples for new gestures. We exploited this by creating a two-step learning
approach. First, a general prior based on a set of measurements without gesture
labels is learned. In the second step, the specific gesture classes are learned
based on the prior distribution and a few labeled gesture measurements. We
tested this approach on a large database, which gave good results compared to
competing algorithms in the quantized domain.
Despite the favorable results, the classifier also suffers from some limitations.
Due to the limited number of quantization points, the classifier cannot distin-
guish between gestures that lead to the same quantized measurement sequence.
To evaluate the reduction in predictive performance due to quantization, we
compared the performances of the DTW classifier with and without measure-
ment quantization. It appears that getting rid of the (course) input quantization
stage improves the predictive performance. This suggests that there is room to
increase the performance of our classifier as well by optimizing the quantizer.
A straightforward way to do this would be to extend the generative model with
a continuous domain observation model. The parameters of this observation
model (which imply the quantization grid) could then be learned directly from
the continuous measurements, which should result in a reduced quantization
loss.
It might also prove to be useful to have a mechanism that prevents users from
training multiple new gesture classes that are too similar. A simple approach
would be to evaluate the marginal likelihood p(y|k) of already existing classes
on a new gesture measurement y, and warn the user or refuse to generate a new
class when this value is (too) high.
6.2 Measuring gestures
We decided to test our classifier using directional data measured by the Myo
bracelet. Although the classifier might work with any type of data, we still want
to note some advantages and disadvantages of using data that is measured with
inertial and magnetic sensors.
Especially compared to vision-based approaches (approaches that use cam-
eras to detect movements), inertial and magnetic sensors enjoy a couple of ad-
vantages. For instance, these sensor signals do not depend on ambient lighting,
and users might perceive it as a lesser violation of privacy. Moreover, these sen-
sors tend to be more mobile, e.g., can be assembled in small wearable devices.
On the other hand, measuring gestures using orientation signals also has a num-
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ber of disadvantages when compared to camera systems. Orientation sensors
can only measure rotation and not absolute position (which can be extracted
when cameras are used). For this reason, not every gesture can be detected and
they need to be restricted in order to ensure that detection is possible. Also,
orientation measurements will only be correct when no force is working on the
user other than gravity. For example, in an accelerating car, the orientation
measurements will not be accurate.
Nevertheless, inertial and magnetic sensors to measure gestures seem to be
a very practical solution for a portable system at the moment.
6.3 Real-time implementation
We proposed and implemented two methods to detect gestures in a continuous
stream of data.
The first method is based on implementing the proposed classifier on-line,
using a localized version of the model likelihood. The main problem with this
method was that only directional data is not specific enough to detect gestures.
A small movement of the arm will lead to the same directional data as a real
gesture. This is not a real problem when the system is applied in a setting
where arm movements are mostly gestures. However, for the application of
gesture recognition that we had in mind, the user uses gesture recognition every
now and then to send a command to a device while doing other tasks. The
second method that we considered is more suitable for this.
The second method makes use of a predefined “key gesture” to trigger the
classifier. We introduced a key gesture and a method to detect this key gesture.
The detection with a key gesture is less sensitive to false positives than the
first method. The proposed algorithm works well, however more sophisticated
solutions are possible if needed.
Finally, we mention that we have not yet used an important advantage of
using generative models, namely the possibility of detecting outliers by evalu-
ating the probability of the data under the learned models. This could be used
as a check to determine if the movement following the key gesture is indeed a
learned gesture.
6.4 Further work
There are several aspects that can be investigated in the future, such as ex-
tending the hidden Markov model to process continuously valued data. The
generative modeling approach provides a principled framework to make these
types of extensions. Moreover, it would be interesting to see the effect of such
extensions on one-shot learning.
The recordings used for the construction of the prior distributions were now
selected randomly from the training set. This already gives an improved per-
formance as compared to an uninformative prior distribution. However, better
performance might be achieved when the recordings used for construction of the
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prior distribution are selected in a different way, or if the hierarchy of the model
is extended further.
The proposed method is quite general and it could be considered to test the
method for more applications, e.g., learning and detection of (in-)appropriate
walking patterns.
7 Conclusion
We have proposed a gesture classifier for directional data of the arm, based on a
Bayesian hierarchical model. The Bayesian approach made it possible to include
prior information about gestures through prior distributions. We validated the
classifier on a database containing 17 different gesture classes, performed by
6 different users. Including prior distributions of gestures was especially ad-
vantageous for one-shot learning. We compared our proposed algorithm to a
state-of-the-art algorithm for one-shot learning of gestures. Our proposed algo-
rithm had a higher recognition rate than the DTW algorithm on the quantized
signal. This might indicate that it might also outperform DTW on the contin-
uous signal, when quantization is removed or the generative model is extended
to the continuous domain. Finally, we proposed and implemented the classifier
in a real-time fashion using two different methods.
A Notation
Our notation is based on the notation of [5]. Vectors are indicated by bold
lowercase letters, e.g. y. Matrices are denoted by by bold uppercase letters,
like A. A row vector with T elements is written as (x1, ..., xT ). With the
notation {1, 2, ..., N} a set is meant which would be represented in set-builder
representation as: {x ∈ N|x ≤ N}. For quaternions the notation of [13] is used,
in which quaternions are denoted using bold lowercase letters with a dot, q˙.
B Variational message passing for learning
In this section, we specify the variational message passing rules for inference
of the parameter distributions. For computational simplicity during estimation
of the parameter distributions, one node is made for the complete “dynamical
model” in Eq. 1, we call this node the “HM” node. There is no edge for x; the
needed quantities are calculated internally.
The variational parameter distributions we want to estimate during learning,
q(pi), q(A) and q(C), can each be split into a product of a forward and a
backward message:
q(pi) = −→ν (pi)←−ν (pi)
q(A) = −→ν (A)←−ν (A)
q(C) = −→ν (C)←−ν (C) .
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Figure 12: Factor graph used for estimation of the parameter distributions.
The messages ←−ν (pi), ←−ν (A) and ←−ν (C) depend on the incoming messages from
the rest of the factor graph. For the case of Fig. 12 they are equal to p(pi), p(A)
and p(C). The messages −→ν (pi), −→ν (A), −→ν (C) are determined by the update
rules of the node itself. The update rules are based on the algorithm of MacKay
[22] and are modified slightly to fit in the factor graph framework.
The update messages for the node are:
−→ν (pi) = Dir (pi|w(pi)) ,
where the elements of w(pi) ∈ RM are defined as w(pi)i =
∑
x q(x)δ(x1 = i).
−→ν (A) =
M∏
j=1
Dir((A1j , ..., AMj)|(W (A)1j , ...,W (A)Mj )) ,
where W
(A)
ij =
∑
x,t q(x)δ(xt+1 = i, xt = j).
−→ν (C) =
M∏
j=1
Dir ((C1j , ..., CNj)|(W (C)1j , ...,W (C)Nj )) ,
where W
(C)
ij =
∑
x,t q(x)δ(yt = i, xt = j).
Since q(x) is not implemented using message passing, it stays the same as
in [22]:
q(x) ∝ pi∗x1
T−1∏
t=1
A∗xt+1xt
T∏
t=1
C∗ytxt ,
where A∗xt+1xt , C
∗
ytxt , and pi
∗
x1 are defined as:
A∗xt+1xt = exp
(∫
q(A) log
(
Axt+1xt
)
dA
)
C∗ytxt = exp
(∫
q(C) log(Cytxt) dC
)
pi∗x1 = exp
(∫
q(pi) log(pix1) dpi
)
.
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Note that the update rule of q(x) depends on q(A), q(C), and q(pi); and the
update rules of −→ν (A), −→ν (C), and −→ν (C) depend on q(x) only. The relevant
properties of q(x) can therefore be evaluated using the forward-backward algo-
rithm, which thereafter can be used to update −→ν (A), −→ν (C), and −→ν (pi). This
has to be repeated until convergence.
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